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Date; 11/13/16

To: Anyone Especially Humboldt County Supervisors
Subjea: Real World Realities

Trumps wins !!!
With real world realties not being fair and balanced, we will see if real world truths can win.

I know rural areas and real world truths will have a uphill climb
(Against the brainwashing that has been done, especially in California)

By preservationists, protectionists, media, legalese, Fourth Branch of Government regulators.
And

Populous voting minorities
(I see these groups right to the end being hard on Trump and easy on Hillary)

Still needina a hard nudee in the right direction is the following:

Stopping development and getting private landowners
(especially timber owners)

back into the game

Proper manage of our natural resources
(Timber, fish, gravel, coal, etc.)

Real world truths by older field experienced folks

Control of uncontrolled fire

(In the wrong place, in the wrong way, at the wrong time)

Maybe Ayn Rand's truths
(Along with a lot of wanted critters, plants, jobs, and other things having a better chance

(Especially in my little comer of the world)

Electoml College elected Trump

However

In my world, I know it took a lot of intestinal fortitude to make what has happened happen
And

Current method of electing our leaders is the pits for Rural America

I believe our fore fathers set-up this country to be a democratic republic.
And

We are becoming a democracy controlled by a misguided voting populace minority

Life is not fair and balanced and maybe revolution and World War III can be avoided

Charles L. Ciancio

California Registered Professional F«*ester (RPF) »317
(.\n old tired field forester no one gives imich atteAion who has lived in a working man's world)

P O. Box 172, Cutten (near Eureka in redwood countrv), CA 95534
707-443-2179


